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Wrist-Worn Actigraphy
• In the UK Biobank, ~100,000 participants, wore actigraphy device for 1 week.
• Actigraphy measures activity levels via an accelerometer
• Can infer sleep and activity types (Willets, et al 2018)

• e.g. walking, sedentary or vigorous physical activity
• Includes light and temperature readings

Actigraphy measures strongly predict mortality
• Physical activity measures show best correlations
• Sleep quality and circadian markers (like amplitude) also
• Measures that are most repeatable on an individual are most predictive

• Acceleration Hourly SD: standard-deviation of hour bins of average acceleration
• Sleep ratio: fraction of in-bed time spent asleep
• Relative Amplitude (RA) = difference in activity from most activity 10 hours 

(M10) to the least active 5 hours (L5), normalized by the average
• Marker of circadian robustness: clear day/night distinctions

Phenome-wide association study
• Generated 125 actigraphy measures
• Determined phenotypes (PheCODEs) of individuals based off medical records and self-

reported conditions
• Many disease categories associate highly
• So do quantitative measures (e.g., blood work, urine, physical measures), not shown 

here

Male/Female differences in actigraphy-phenotype connection
• Most diagnoses consistent across sexes
• Disparity in respiratory conditions such as chronic airway obstruction
• Many quantitative phenotypes (e.g. vitamin D, HDL cholesterol, heart rate, cystatin C) have 

larger associations in men, driven by physical activity levels

Wrist temperature as a circadian marker
• Actigraphy devices measure temperature to calibrate the accelerometer
• Strong daily rhythms present, which differ greatly by cases
• Runs in anti-phase to core body temperature
Average temperature traces by time-of-day.  (Shaded region: 25th-75th percentiles of the 
population)

Circadian, sleep, and physical activity components
• Temperature-derived RA is much less influenced by physical activity levels than 

accelerometer-derived RA
• Robust circadian rhythms in temperature contribute above and beyond physical activity 

and sleep quality in many phenotypes (starred)

Example Activity Trace

Actigraphy associates with many phenotypes
• For example, subjects with hypertension have unusually low amplitudes
• At high amplitudes (RA > 0.9), hypertensives are only ~20% of the population 

versus ~40% at low amplitudes (RA < 0.8)

Conclusions
• Circadian parameters (e.g. phase, RA) are significant factors in disease and can be assessed by 

actigraphy
• Physical activity shows stronger associations in men than women with many measures as well 

as respiratory conditions
• Wrist-temperature recordings provide a measure of circadian robustness more independent of 

activity and can predict diagnoses
• Further studies of wrist temperature would be valuable particularly over longer durations and 

with better calibration for higher data quality

How does circadian behavior impact the full breadth of 
phenotypes?

Behavioral phenotypes associate with disease risk. In turn, are disease 
phenotypes driven differentially by specific behavioral  components such as 
physical activity, sleep or circadianness? How is this modulated by sex and age? 
What is the impact on mortality? Here, we pursue these questions with 
objective, quantitative  behavioral outputs from the UK Biobank cohort.

Diagnoses (PheCODES) Quantitative phenotypes

Model each phenotype as a function of:
• Physical activity:

• average acceleration values
• Sleep (sleep ratio):

• fraction of ‘in-bed’ time asleep
• Circadianness:

• RA of temperature

Study Design and Timing

Wrist temperature rhythms reflect disease state and chronotype (i.e., morning versus evening person)

Wrist temperature Rhythms Predict Later Disease Diagnoses
• Examining only diagnoses that occur after the actigraphy measurements, we can assess 

predictive power of wrist temperature rhythms
• Cox proportional hazard model, controlling for covariate (BMI, age, sex, socioeconomic 

factors, smoking)
• Individuals with weak wrist temperature rhythms have elevated risk of being diagnosed 

with many phenotypes (e.g., diabetes, hypertension, pneumonia, anxiety disorders)
• Results are consistent across sexes and ages


